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Function Model Description Page

NIM Power Supply N470 4 Channel Programmable HV Power Supply 15  

NIM Power Supply N471 2 Channel HV Power Supply (± 8 kV) 15  

NIM Power Supply N471A 2 Channel HV Power Supply (± 8 kV; 8µA/1nA res.) 15  

NIM Power Supply N471G 2 Channel HV Power Supply for Germanium Detectors 16 NEW

NIM Power Supply N472 4 Channel HV Power Supply (± 6kV) 16  

Mainframe SY1527 Universal Multichannel Power Supply System 16 slot 17  

Mainframe SY1527LC Low Cost Universal Multichannel Power Supply System 16 slot 18 NEW

Mainframe SY2527 Universal Multichannel Power Supply System 6 slot 19  

Mainframe SY�527 Universal Multichannel Power Supply System 2 slot 19  

LV Floating Board A151�B 6 Channel Floating LV Board (10V / 2.7A) 20  

LV Floating Board A1516B 6 Channel Floating LV Board (15V / 1.5A) 20  

LV Floating Board A1517B 6 Channel Floating LV Board (7V / 4A) 20  

LV Floating Board A1518B 6 Channel Floating LV Board (4.5V / 6A) 20  

HV Floating Board A1510 12 Channel Floating HVBoard (100V; 10mA) 20  

HV Floating Board A1511B 12 Channel Floating HV Board (500V; 1mA / 10mA) 20  

HV Floating Board A1512 12 Channel Floating HV Board (500V; 100µA / 1mA) 20  

HV Floating Board A1514B 7 Channel Floating HV LV Board (500V; 10V; 7V) 20  

HV Floating Board A1519B 12 Channel Floating HV Board (250V; 100µA / 1mA) 20  

HV Floating Board A1520P 12 Channel Floating HV Board (500V; 15mA / 1.5mA) 21  

HV Floating Board A15�� 6 Channel Floating HV Board (4kV / 3mA) 21  

HV Floating Board A15�4 6 Channel Floating HV Board (8kV / 200µA) 21  

HV Floating Board A1526 6 Channel  Common Floating Return HV Board (15kV; 0.1mA / 1mA) 22  

HV Floating Board A15�5 24 Channel Common Floating Return HV Board (3.5kV / 3mA) 22 NEW

HV Floating Board A19�2A 48 Channel Common Floating Return HV Distributor Board (3kV / 500µA) 22  

HV Board A17xx 12 / 28 Channel HV Board 23  

HV Board A18xx 12 / 28 Channel HV Board 23  

EASY3000 Crate EASY�000 Embedded Assembly SYstem 25  

Branch Controller A1676A EASY3000 Branch Controller 26  

EASY3000 HV Board A�5XX 12 / 6 / 32 Channel EASY3000 Floating HV Board 26  

EASY3000 LV Board A�0XX 2 / 4 / 6 / 12 Channel EASY3000 Floating LV Board (45 ÷ 300 W) 27  

EASY3000 LV Board A�100 1 Channel EASY3000 Floating LV Board (600 W) 27  

EASY3000 LV Board A�602 3 Channel EASY3000 Floating LV Board (7V / 5A) 28 NEW

EASY3000 ADC Board A�801 128 Channel EASY3000 ADC Board 28  

EASY3000 ADC Board A�801A 128 Channel EASY3000 Temperature Sensor Board 28  

EASY3000 AC/DC Converter A�486 2 Channel EASY3000 AC/DC Converter (48V / 2kW) 29 NEW

EASY3000 DAC Board A�802 128 Channel EASY3000 DAC Board 29 NEW

Stand Alone A864 High Efficiency DC-DC Converter  (2.1kV / 100µA) 30  

Stand Alone S9090 High Efficiency DC-DC Converter  (2kV / 30µA) 30 NEW
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In the LHC era, experiments will have an enormous number of items to be controlled. 
Reliable solutions are required to integrate heterogeneous components into Detector 
Control Systems. CAEN is deeply involved in developing new software tools for 
LHC experiments which guarantee its power supplies‚ interoperability between 
virtually all available computing environments and communication protocols (TCP/IP, 
CANbus...)

OPC Server 
CAEN, in close collaboration with CERN (IT-CO group), has developed an OPC server which 
allows powerful, flexible and yet simple control of its power supply systems, through TCP/IP or 
HS CAENET communication path, by any OPC compliant client application.

OPC (OLE for Process Control) is an open interface based on the OLE/COM (now ActiveX) and 
DCOM technology; OPC offers “Plug & Play” connectivity between disparate hardware devices. 
The introduction of the OPC interface has caused the number of driver developments which 
hardware manufacturers implement for their components to be reduced to only one: the OPC 
server. On the other hand, OPC client applications (from any vendor) can communicate with the 
OPC server to exchange data in a standard way. Each device property is accessed via an OPC 
item.

Active HV
An activeX object library (ActiveHV) is now available, enabling CAEN power supplies to be 
controlled by and exchange data with a variety of Windows applications supporting the ActiveX 
standard, including Visual Basic, Visual C++, Internet Explorer and MS Office programs.  The 
ActiveHV library comes with a VB 6.0 example application (HVPS Controller) for general purpose 
CAEN HV boards control.

Our software support group is available for questions, support and any other software 
related issues concerning CAEN power supplies.
For software support send an e-mail to support.computing@caen.it

Highlights

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

OPC Server
Runs as Windows XP and Windows 
2000 service

Supports SY1527, SY2527 and SY127 
systems, N470 NIM HV Power Supply 
and N568 NIM module

Communication via TCP/IP and HS 
CAENET

OPC Data Access v. 2.0 compatibility

Tag browse compatibility

DCOM based interface for local/remote 
OPC server configuration

�2 bit multi-threading

Supports COM/DCOM & OLE 
Automation

Active HV
Designed for Windows XP and 
Windows 2000

Embeds in any ActiveX container

Includes VB 6.0 application example

Advanced Object Oriented Interface

Supports SY1527, SY2527 and SY127 
systems, N470 NIM HV Power Supply 
and N568 NIM module

Communication via TCP/IP and HS 
CAENET

Control Software for CAEN Power Supply System
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Code | Description 

2 Channel HV Power Supplies

Ordering options

N471: ±� kV / � mA or ±8 kV / 1 mA 
(1 µA resolution)

N471A: ±8 kV / 8 µA (1 nA 
resolution)

High flexibility to power a wide 
range of detectors

2 channels in a single width unit

Positive or negative polarity 
selectable for each channel

4 digit display

Display monitoring of all functional 
parameters

Local or remote Inhibit

Hardware max. HV limit

N471 - N471A
HighlightsOverview

The Mod. N471 and N471A are single width NIM units housing 2 
independent High Voltage channels. The output voltage ranges 
(automatic selection) are:
 
±3 kV / 3 mA or ±8 kV / 1 mA (1 µA resolution) in the Mod. N471; 
±8 kV / 8 µA (1 nA resolution) in the Mod. N471A. 

The output polarity is independently selectable for each channel.
Two 10-turn potentiometers (one per channel) located on the 
front panel allow the HV setting, while 4 trimmers (2 per channel) 
allow the current and the max. voltage limit settings. The channel 
polarity, the overcurrent and overvoltage status are displayed by 
front panel LEDs. One front panel connector per channel allows 
the current monitoring. The channel inhibit can be done either 
individually for each channel via a front panel switch, or in common 
to all channels, both locally via front panel switch and remotely 
via an external signal. A common four digit display indicates the 
value of the parameter under control. The selection of the channel, 
the parameters and the set/monitor mode is performed via front 
panel switches. The module is intrinsically safe: the High Voltage 
is present only on the SHV output connectors

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

WN471XAAAAAA N471 - 2 channel High Voltage Power Supply (± 8 KV) 

WN471AXAAAAA N471 A - 2 channel High Voltage Power Supply (± 8 KV; 8µA/1nA res.)

±� kV / � mA, ±4 kV / 2 mA or ±8 kV / 1 mA

High flexibility to power a wide range 
of detectors

Positive or negative polarity 
selectable for each channel

Alphanumeric keypad and two 8-digit 
displays

Remote control via HS CAENET  

Internal CPU, digital setting of all 
parameters

Friendly software user interface

Under/over-voltage alert, overcurrent 
and max. voltage protection

N470 Programmable HV Power Supply

HighlightsOverview
The Mod. N470 is a double width NIM unit housing 4 independent 
High Voltage channels. 
The output voltage ranges of each channel are: 

- from 0 to ±3 kV / 3 mA; 
- from ±3 kV to ±4 kV / 2 mA; 
- from ±4 kV to ±8 kV / 1 mA. 

The range selection is automatic, as the output voltage is set. The 
current resolution is 1 µA. 
The output polarity is independently selectable for each channel. 
It is possible on each channel to control several operating 
parameters: two levels of presettable high voltage, two levels 
of current limit, Ramp-up, Ramp-down. All these parameters 
can be programmed and monitored either in remote mode, via 
High Speed CAENET (either using the V288 VME controller or 
the A1303 PCI Bus controller), or in local mode, via front panel 
alphanumeric keypad and two 8-character displays. In addition 
some LEDs display the status of the selected channel. 
All the functional parameters are stored in a non-volatile 
memory. 
Front panel trimmers allow the setting of maximum voltage limits, 
and the two current and voltage limits can be selected via two 
external NIM/TTL signals. A NIM/TTL signal is also available for 
the KILL function, as well as a complete calibration menu. 
The High Voltage output is provided by SHV connectors.

Ordering options
Code | Description 

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

WN470XAAAAAA N470 - 4 channel Programmable High Voltage Power Supply (± 8 KV) 

OPC
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±8 kV / 8 µA output with 1 nA 
resolution

2 channels in a single width unit

Ripple smaller than 5 mVpp with 
A48� External 8 kV HV filter

Positive or negative polarity 
selectable for each channel

1 V/s HV ramp for usage with 
Germanium Detectors

4 digit display

Display monitoring of all functional 
parameters

Local or remote Inhibit

Hardware max. HV limit

N471G 2 Channel HV Power Supply for Germanium Detectors

HighlightsOverview
The Mod. N471G is a single width NIM unit housing 2 
independent High Voltage channels. The output voltage 
ranges (automatic selection) is ±8 kV / 8 µA with 1 nA 
resolution. 
The output polarity is independently selectable for each 
channel. The unit is specially designed, with slow HV ramps, 
in order to be used with Germanium Detectors, coupled 
with the Mod. A483 External 8 kV HV filter; using such 
filter output voltage ripple is kept under 5 mV (28 µs period 
ripple < 2 mV).
Two 10-turn potentiometers (one per channel) located 
on the front panel allow the HV setting, while 4 trimmers 
(2 per channel) allow the current and the max. voltage 
limit settings. The channel polarity, the overcurrent and 
overvoltage status are displayed by front panel LEDs. 
One front panel connector per channel allows the current 
monitoring. The channel inhibit can be done either 
individually for each channel via a front panel switch, or in 
common to all channels, both locally via front panel switch 
and remotely via an external signal. A common four digit 
display indicates the value of the parameter under control. 
The selection of the channel, the parameters and the set/
monitor mode is performed via front panel switches. The 
module is intrinsically safe: the High Voltage is present only 
on the SHV output connectors

Ordering options
Code | Description 

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

WN471GXAAAAA N471G - Germanium 2 channel High Voltage Power Supply (± 8 KV; 8µA/1nA res.) NEW

Two output ranges: ±� kV / � mA 
and ±6 kV / 1 mA

4 channels in a double width unit 

Positive or negative polarity 
selectable for each channel

Local or remote individual channel 
setting and monitoring

Remote HV Enable via TTL common 
to all channels

Hardware HV limit

110/220 Vac external power 
available

N472 4 Channel 6 kV Power Supply

HighlightsOverview
The Mod. N472 is a double width NIM unit housing 4 independent 
High Voltage channels. 
The output voltages range from 0 to ±3 kV / 3 mA, or up to ±6 kV / 1 
mA (max. output ripple of 30 mVpp at full load).
The output polarity is independently selectable for each channel. 
All channels have individual settings and feature test points and 
connectors for the monitoring of voltages and currents. The setting 
of the output voltages can be done locally, via trimmers located on 
the front panel, or remotely, via analog signals. 
The setting of the output maximum Voltage and Current limit can 
be done only locally via front panel trimmers. The channel polarity, 
overcurrent status and reaching of the max. voltage limit are 
displayed on front panel LEDs.
The High Voltage enable can be set both locally, via front panel 
switch, and remotely, via an external TTL level. Each channel can 
be individually turned on, either locally or remotely.
The module is intrinsically safe: the High Voltage is present only on 
the SHV output connectors. 
The module can be powered either by the NIM crate or with 110/220 
Vac via a back panel Standard European connector.

Ordering options
Code | Description 

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

WN472XAAAAAA N472 - 4 channel High Voltage Power Supply (± 6 KV/1 mA)

WN471GKITXAA N471GKIT - Germanium 2 channel High Voltage Power Supply (N471G) + 2 HV Filter (A483) NEW

NEW
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Code | Description 

Ordering options

WSY1527A1529 SY1527 - Universal Multichannel Power Supply System - 750 W

WSY1527A15�1 A1531 - SY 1527 Primary Power Supply

WSY1527A15�2 A1532 - SY 1527 Optional Power Supply Unit 750W

SY1527

Overview
The SY1527 system is the fully equipped experiment version of a new 
line of power supply systems which represent CAEN’s latest proposal 
in the matter of High Voltage and Low Voltage Power Supplying. This 
system outlines a completely new approach to power generation and 
distribution by allowing the housing, in the same mainframe, of a wide 
range of boards with different functions, such as High/Low Voltage 
boards, generic I/O boards (temperature, pressure monitors, etc.) and 
branch controllers, where the latter are used to control other remote 
generators and distributors.  Modularity, flexibility and reliability are the 
key-points of its design, enabling this module to meet the requirements 
needed in a wide range of experimental conditions, which range from 
those of LHC experiments, where the features of this model find prior 
application, to those of other less challenging, but still demanding, High 
Energy Physics experiments. 
The mainframe is housed in a 19”-wide, 8U-high euro-mechanics rack 
and hosts four main sections:
 
- the Board Section, with 16 slots to house boards, distributors and branch 

controllers;
- the Fan Tray Section, housing 6 fans arranged on two rows;
- the Power Supply Section, which consists of the primary power supply 

and up to 3 power supply units;
- the CPU and Front Panel Section which includes all interface facilities.

The User Software Interface features the usual friendliness of the 
previous CAEN systems which now also includes a 7.7” colour LCD. A 
wide choice of interface facilities provides full communication compatibility 
with the previous systems and the feasibility of controlling heterogeneous 
external devices. Modularity has been one of the leading criteria in the 
design and development of the system: both the Power Supply Section 
and the Board Section are completely modular. The Power Supply 
Section allows different configurations with up to 3 power supply units per 
mainframe (up to 2250 W), while the Board Section can house up to 16 
boards able to perform different functions. A complete line of power supply 
boards and distributors has been specially developed for this new system. 
The minimum system configuration consists of the primary power supply, 
one Power Supply Unit and one board. The system allows also to deal 
with power supply solutions composed by “branch controllers” (housed in 
the system main frame) and on-detector “remote boards” (manufactured 
in order to be magnetic field and radiation tolerant). Channel trip control 

Houses up to 16 boards (HV/LV or “branch controllers”)

Ad-hoc boards and peripheral systems

Communications via RS2�2, HS CAENET and TCP/IP

OPC Server to ease integration in DCS

Programmable handling of parameters and errors

Optical links for remote communications

Fast, accurate setting and monitoring of channel parameters

Sophisticated channel trip handling

Multilevel management of user profiles

Live insertion of boards

Advanced Trip handling

Hardware current protection

Modular and expandable power supply

Secure access to the system via Intranet

Remote debugging and technical support

Easy firmware upgrading

Highlights
...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

Universal Multichannel Power Supply System

on other crates is performed via four external differential trip lines. A 
sophisticated trip handling via software allows to control and correlate 
trip conditions on the channels of the crate as well as of other crates 
connected to it. Live insertion and extraction of the boards, which reduces 
the down time of the global system, and easy access to the computing 
core and peripherals of the system complete the system flexibility. Easy 
interfacing is another key-point of the SY1527 system, which can be 
connected to SY127 and SY527 systems. The Ethernet interface (TCP/IP) 
allows both an easy Telnet access and the connection via OPC Server 
to a SCADA control system. Enhanced software programming features a 
unified command set independent from the interface used to communicate 
with the system. The Power Supply Section and Board Section can be 
externally synchronised via front panel connectors. Multi-layered access 
to the system via Intranet is foreseen through the management of several 
custom user profiles. In particular, three different access levels have 
been implemented: Guest, User and Administrator, each with password 
protection. Handy maintenance and upgrading, which constitute a major 
issue in the reliability of a system, are further guaranteed by the possibility 
of accessing and servicing the system via network facilities. Actually, the 
Telnet access facility allows remote debugging and technical support of 
the system, including future firmware upgrading.

OPC
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Excellent price-to-quality ratio 

 Houses up to 16 boards, HV/LV or branch controllers 

 Ad-hoc boards and peripheral systems 

 Communications via RS2�2 and TCP/IP 

 OPC Server to ease integration in DCS 

 Programmable handling of parameters and errors 

 Fast, accurate setting and monitoring of channel parameters 

 Multilevel management of user profiles 

 Live insertion of boards 

 Advanced trip handling 

 Hardware current protection 

 Modular and expandable power supply 

 Secure access to the system via Intranet 

Remote debugging and technical support 

 Easy firmware upgrading

SY1527LC
Highlights

Overview
The SY1527LC system is the “low cost” version of the CAEN fully 
equipped experiment power supply system SY1527. This system allows 
the housing, in the same mainframe, of a wide range of boards with 
different functions such as the mixing of High/Low Voltage boards, and 
branch controllers. These last ones are used to control other remote units 
like generators and distributors. Modularity, flexibility and reliability are the 
key-points of its design, enabling this module to meet the requirements 
needed in a wide range of experimental conditions. 
The mainframe is housed in a 19”-wide, 8U-high euro-mechanics rack 
and hosts four main sections:

- the Board Section, with 16 slots to house boards, distributors and branch 
controllers; 

- the Fan Tray Section, housing 6 fans arranged on two rows; 
- the Power Supply Section, which consists of the primary power supply 

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

Low Cost Universal Multichannel Power Supply System

and up to 3 additional power supply units; 
- the CPU and Front Panel Section which includes all interface facilities.
 
The User Software Interface features the usual friendliness of the 
previous CAEN systems. 
A wide choice of interface facilities provides full communication 
compatibility with the previous systems and the feasibility of controlling 
heterogeneous external devices.

Ordering options
Code | Description 
WSY1527L1529 SY1527LC  - Low Cost Universal Multichannel Power Supply System  NEW

NEWOPC
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OPCSY2527

Houses up to 6 boards (HV/LV or “branch controllers”)

Ad-hoc boards and peripheral systems

Communications via RS2�2, HS CAENET and TCP/IP

OPC Server for easy integration in DCS

Optical links for remote communications

Programmable handling of parameters and errors

Fast, accurate setting and monitoring of channel parameters

Sophisticated channel trip handling 

Multilevel management of user profiles

Live insertion of boards

Advanced Trip handling

Hardware current protection

Secure access to the system via Intranet

Remote debugging and technical support

Easy firmware upgrading

Highlights
...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

Universal Multichannel Power Supply System

Code | Description 

Ordering options

Code | Description 

Ordering options

19” X �U rack 

 Houses two boards (single or 
double width) 

 Terminal control via RS2�2 

 Up to �00 W output power 

 Fast, accurate setting and 
monitoring of channel parameters 

 Sophisticated channel trip handling 

 Live insertion of boards 

 Easy firmware upgrading 

SY3527 Universal Multichannel Power Supply System

HighlightsOverview
The Model SY3527 is the portable version of the latest CAEN Universal 
Multichannel Power Supply System. This system outlines a completely 
new approach to power generation and distribution by allowing to 
house, in the same mainframe, both ordinary HV/LV boards and branch 
controllers, which are used to control other remote generators and 
distributors. 
Modularity, flexibility and reliability are the keypoints of its design, 
enabling this module to meet the requirements of a wide range of 
experimental conditions. The system can be controlled either via a 
VT100 Terminal or a PC running a Terminal Emulator program through 
the RS232 interface. Its compact mechanics (19” X 3U rack) makes it 
particularly suitable for small laboratories.

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

Overview
The SY2527 system is the small scale experiment version of the latest 
CAEN Universal Multichannel Power Supply System. This system outlines 
a completely new approach to power generation and distribution by 
allowing to house, in the same mainframe, a wide range of boards with 
different functions, such as High/Low Voltage boards, generic I/O boards 
(temperature, pressure monitors, etc.) and branch controllers, where 
the latter are used to control other remote generators and distributors. 
Modularity, flexibility and reliability are the key-points of its design, enabling 
it to meet the requirements of a wide range of experimental conditions, 
which range from those of LHC experiments, where the system’s features 
find prior application, to those of other less challenging, but still demanding, 
High Energy Physics experiments. The SY2527 mainframe is housed in a 
19”-wide, 4U-high euro-mechanics rack and hosts three main sections:

- the Boards Section, with 6 slots to house boards, distributors and branch 
controllers;

- the Power Supply Section;
- the CPU and Front Panel Section which includes all interface facilities.

WSY2527A2529 SY2527 - Universal Multichannel Power Supply System

WSY�527A�529 SY3527 - Universal Multichannel Power Supply System - 2 slots 300 W 
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6 floating channels

High resolution on voltage set 

Programmable TRIP parameter

Programmable Ramp Up / Down

Voltage ripple smaller than 5 mVpp

Current generator operation in 
Overcurrent condition

A1513B - A1516B - A1517B - A1518B 6 Channel Floating Low Voltage Boards

HighlightsOverview
The Mod. A1513B, A1516B, A1517B and A1518B are single width (5 TE 
wide) boards housing 6 LV floating channels each. The boards provide 
10 V / 2.7 A, 15 V / 1.5 A, 7 V / 4 A and 4.5 V / 6 A outputs respectively, 
with 10 mV monitor resolution. 
The voltage drop over the cables can be recovered by using either the 
featured Remote Sensing Lines, to be connected on the load for sensing 
the drop, or an automatic Line Drop Recovery system.
All the boards are provided with both current and voltage protections. 
If overcurrent occurs, the relevant channel can be programmed either 
to turn off after a programmable trip time or to keep on providing the 
maximum allowed current: this particular feature allows the modules 
to work as current generator. The maximum output voltage can be 
fixed, through a potentiometer located on the front panel, at the same 
common value for all the board channels and this value can be read out 
via software. A global enable/disable connector allows to disable the 
channels when it is not terminated on 50 Ohm. 
It is also possible, via front panel logic signals, to enable individually 
each channel. 
The voltage ramp rates may be set independently for each channel. 
Moreover the floating channels allow on-detector grounding, thus 
allowing to reduce the noise level.
Output channels are delivered through 37 pin DB connectors.

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

Floating channels

High resolution on output voltage 
setting 

Low voltage ripple 

Programmable TRIP parameter

Programmable Ramp Up / Down

Current generator operation in 
Overcurrent condition

A1510 - A1511B - A1512 - A1514B - A1519B Floating High Voltage Boards

HighlightsOverview
The Mod. A1510, A1511B, A1512 and A1519B are single width boards 
which house 12 HV floating channels each. The output voltage can be 
programmed and monitored in the following ranges: 

A1510: 100 V (10 mA current);

A1511B: 500 V (1 mA / 10 mA dual current range);

A1512: 500 V (100 µA / 1 mA dual current range);

A1519B: 0 ÷ 250 V (100 µA / 1 mA dual current range).  

The Mod. A1514B is a single width board with seven heterogeneous HV 
/ LV floating channels, organised as follows:

- Two 500 V channels (1 mA / 10 mA dual current range);

- Three 10 V channels (2.7 A current);

- Two 7 V channels (4 A current).

The LV  channels are provided with Remote Sensing Lines to sense the 
voltage directly over the load. The LV channels also feature a Line Drop 
Recovery system, which can automatically compensate for the voltage 
drop over the connection cables.
All the boards are provided with both current and voltage protections. 
If overcurrent occurs, the relevant channel can be programmed either 
to turn off after a programmable trip time or to keep on providing the 
maximum allowed current: this particular feature allows the modules 
to work as current generator. The maximum output voltage can be 
fixed, through a potentiometer located on the front panel, at the same 
common value for all the board channels and this value can be read 
out via software. A global enable/disable connector allows to disable 
the channels when it is not terminated on 50 Ohm. The voltage ramp 
rates may be set independently for each channel. Moreover the floating 
channels allow on-detector grounding, thus allowing to reduce the 
noise level.
Output channels are delivered through 37 pin DB connectors.

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>
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0 ÷ 500 V output voltage

15 mA current range

17 bit voltage setting/monitor 
resolution

±1 ppm/°C thermal stability

±20 mV voltage regulation stability

Ripple smaller than 20 mV pp

Current generator operation in 
Overcurrent condition

A1520P 12 Channel Floating 500 V/15 mA Board

HighlightsOverview
The Mod. A1520P houses 12 positive HV channels; each output channel 
has an independent floating ground. The output voltage can be programmed 
and monitored in the range 0 ÷ +500 V in 1 mV steps (17 bit resolution). All 
output channels are provided with Remote Sensing Lines to compensate 
for the voltage drop over the cables. 
The board is provided with both current and voltage protections. For 
each channel, it is also possible to set an output current limit in the 0 ÷ 
15 mA range, in 250 nA steps. The output current is monitored with 25 nA 
resolution. If overcurrent occurs, the relevant channel can be programmed 
either to turn off after a programmable trip time or to keep on providing the 
maximum allowed current: this particular feature allows the module to work 
as current generator.
A global enable/disable connector allows to disable the channels when it is 
not terminated on 50 Ohm.
The HV Ramp-Up and Ramp-Down rates may be selected independently 
for each channel in the 1 ÷ 50 V/s range (1 V/s step). Moreover the floating 
channels allow on-detector grounding, thus allowing to reduce the noise 
level.
The board features the AMP 75 pin output connector

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

6 floating channels

0 ÷ 4 kV and 0 ÷ 8 kV output voltage 
respectively

� mA and 200 µA current full scale, 
with 500 nA and 20 nA resolution 
respectively

500 mV Voltage Set/Monitor 
resolution

Small voltage ripple: <25 mVpp on 
A15��, <50 mVpp on A15�4 

Programmable TRIP parameter

Current generator operation in 
Overcurrent condition

Highlights
...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

A1533 - A1534

Overview
The Mod. A1533 and A1534 are single width (5 
TE wide) boards housing 6 HV floating channels 
each. The channels feature independent 
returns, insulated up to 100 V between each 
other; polarity is non-reversible. The output 
voltage ranges are respectively 0 ÷ 4 kV (3 mA 
maximum output current) and 0 ÷ 8 kV (200 
µA maximum output current), both with 0.5 V 
monitor resolution. The boards are available 
with either positive or negative polarity.
The boards are provided with both current and 
voltage protections. If overcurrent occurs, the 
relevant channel can be programmed either to 
turn off after a programmable trip time or to keep 
on providing the maximum allowed current: this 
particular feature allows the modules to work as 
current generator. The maximum output voltage 
can be fixed, through a potentiometer located 
on the front panel, at the same common value 
for all the board channels and this value can be 
read out via software. A global enable/disable 
connector allows to disable the channels when 
it is not terminated on 50 Ohm. 
Channels can be individually enabled via 
front panel logic signals. It is also possible 
to configure the ground reference of the HV 
cables shield.
The HV RAMP-UP and RAMP-DOWN rates may 
be selected independently for each channel in 
the 1 ÷ 500 V/s range (1 V/s step). Moreover the 
floating channels allow on-detector grounding, 
thus allowing to reduce the noise level.
The Mod. A1533 is provided with SHV type 
output connectors, while the Mod. A1534 
features the CPE 3 pole connectors.

6 Channel Floating High Voltage Boards
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One primary and 48 distributed 
channels with common floating 
return

0÷� kV output voltage

Available with either positive or 
negative polarity

Common floating return

200 mV Voltage Set / Monitor 
resolution

Voltage ripple smaller than �0 mVpp

Programmable TRIP parameter

1 ÷ 500 Volt /sec programmable 
Ramp Up/Down

A1932A
HighlightsOverview

The Mod. A1932A High Voltage Floating Distributor is a 48-Channel double-width 
board with a maximum output voltage of 3 kV (available both with positive and 
negative polarity). 
The board houses a Primary High Voltage Channel, which supplies 48 Distributed 
Output Channels. 
The internal Primary HV Channel has a set of parameters that can be programmed, 
such as high voltage, current limit and voltage ramps. 
The voltage on each distributed channel can be independently programmed within a 
100 ÷ 900 V drop from the Primary Channel voltage setting, with a 0.5 mA current. 
The 48 output channels are organised into six 8-channel Groups. 
The HV ramp rates may be selected independently for each channel in the range 1 
÷ 500 V/s, in 1 V/s steps. 
The output channels share a common floating return. Both the floating return and 
the crate ground are available on front panel connectors. 
The board is provided with over current protection: if this condition occurs, the 
relevant channel is automatically turned off.
The Mod. A1932A board is provided with the Radiall 52 pin connector, whose mate 
cable connector (CAEN  Mod. A996) and the relevant insertion/extraction tool (Mod. 
A995), are also available

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

48 Channel � kV/500 µA Common Floating Return Distributor Board

Channels with common floating 
return 

Available with either positive or 
negative polarity

0 ÷ �.5 kV output voltage

� mA current full scale, with 500 nA 
resolution

500 mV Voltage Set/Monitor resolution

Voltage ripple smaller than �0 mVpp

Programmable TRIP parameter

Current generator operation in 
Overcurrent condition

Radiall 52 pin connector

A1535 24 Channel �.5 kV/� mA Common Floating Return Board

HighlightsOverview
The Mod. A1535 is a single width (5 TE wide) board housing 24 HV channels, 
available with either positive or negative polarity. The channels share a 
common floating return, which allows on-detector grounding reducing the 
noise level. The output voltage range is 0 ÷ 3.5 kV, with 3 mA maximum 
output current and 0.5 V set and monitor resolution.
The board is provided with both current and voltage protections. If overcurrent 
occurs, the relevant channel can be programmed either to turn off after a 
programmable trip time or to keep on providing the maximum allowed current: 
this particular feature allows the module to work as current generator. The 
maximum output voltage can be fixed, through a potentiometer located on 
the front panel, at the same common value for all the board channels and this 
value can be read out via software. A global enable/disable connector allows 
to disable the channels when it is not terminated on 50 Ohm. 
The HV RAMP-UP and RAMP-DOWN rates may be selected independently 
for each channel in the 1 ÷ 500 V/s range (1 V/s step). 
The Mod. A1535 board is provided with the Radiall 52 pin connector, 
whose mate cable connector (CAEN Mod. A996) and the relevant insertion/
extraction tool (Mod. A995), are also available.

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

NEW

Channels with common floating 
return

Available with either positive or 
negative polarity

Dual current range

Programmable Ramp Up / Down

Programmable TRIP parameter

Current generator operation in 
Overcurrent condition

A1526 6 Channel 15 kV Common Floating Return Board

HighlightsOverview
The Mod. A1526 is a double width board which houses 6 HV channels, 
available both with either positive or negative polarity. The channels share a 
common floating return, which allows on detector grounding, thus reducing 
the noise level. The output voltage can be programmed and monitored in the 
0 ÷ 15 kV range with 1 V resolution. The current full scale can be fixed via 
internal jumpers either at 100 µA or at 1 mA.
The board is provided with both current and voltage protections. If overcurrent 
occurs, the relevant channel can be programmed either to turn off after a 
programmable trip time or to keep on providing the maximum allowed current: 
this particular feature allows the module to work as current generator. The 
maximum output voltage can be fixed, through a potentiometer located on 
the front panel, at the same common value for all the board channels and this 
value can be read out via software. A global enable/disable connector allows 
to disable the channels when it is not terminated on 50 Ohm.
The HV Ramp-Up and Ramp-Down rates may be selected independently 
for each channel in the 1 ÷ 500 V/s range (1 V/s step). Moreover the floating 
channels allow on-detector grounding, thus allowing to reduce the noise 
level.
The board features the CPE HV output connectors and the relevant coaxial 
cable connectors (Mod. A997) are also available.

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>
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12 / 28 Channel HV boards

Available with positive or negative 
polarity

Output voltages from 250 V to 6 kV

Dual current range (A18xx)

14 bit Volt Voltage Set / Monitor 
resolution

12 bit current Set / Monitor 
resolution (A1821: 14 bit)

Low voltage ripple

Programmable TRIP parameter

Programmable Ramp Up/Down

Current generator operation in 
Overcurrent condition

A17xx - A18xx 12 / 28 Channel High Voltage Boards

HighlightsOverview
The Mod. A17xx – A18xx are single width boards housing 12 HV channels 
each, with either positive or negative polarity, on SHV output connectors; 
output voltages range from 250 V/1 mA to 6 kV/200 µA.
Two 28 channel double width 3/4 kV boards are available (Mod. A1733B and 
A1833B); both models are available with either positive or negative polarity 
and feature Radiall 52 pin connectors.
All the boards are provided with both current and voltage protections. If 
over current occurs, the relevant channel can be programmed either to turn 
off after a programmable trip time or to keep on providing the maximum 
allowed current: this particular feature allows the modules to work as 
current generator. The maximum output voltage can be fixed, through a 
potentiometer located on the front panel, at the same common value for all 
the board channels and this value can be read out via software. A global 
enable/disable connector allows to disable the channels when it is not 
terminated on 50 Ohm. The voltage ramp rates may be set independently 
for each channel.
The Mod. A996, 52 pin cable connector for the Mod. A1733B and A1833B, 
and the relevant insertion/extraction tool (Mod. A995), are available as well.

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>
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SY 1527 / 2527 / �527 Board

Code | Description 

Ordering options  A19�2A

WA19�2ANAAAA A1932AN  - SY1527 H.V. channels -3 kV/500 µA - Multipin Conn. (48 ch) 
WA19�2APAAAA A1932AP - SY1527 H.V. channels +3 kV/500 µA - Multipin Conn. (48 ch) 
WA995XAAAAAA A995 - Insertion/extraction tool Radiall 282549024 for A996 
WA996XAAAAAA A996 - 52 pin cable connector for A173XB-A183XB-A1932A-A1535

Code | Description 

Ordering options  A1526

WA1526XNAAAA A1526N - SY1527 H.V. channels -15 KV 1/0.1 mA - CPE Conn. (6 ch) 
WA1526XAAAAA A1526P - SY1527 H.V. channels +15 KV 1/0.1 mA - CPE Conn. (6 ch) 
WA997XAAAAAA A997 - H.V. coaxial cable connector for A1526

Code | Description 

Ordering options  A151�B - A1516B - A1517B - A1518B

WA151�AXAAAA A1513B - SY1527 L.V. channels 10 V 2.7 A floating (6 ch) 
WA1516AXAAAA A1516B - SY1527 L.V. channels 15 V 1.5 A floating (6 ch) 
WA1517AXAAAA A1517B - SY1527 L.V. channels 7 V 4 A floating (6 ch) 
WA1518AXAAAA A1518B - SY1527 L.V. channels 4.5 V 6 A floating (6 ch)

Code | Description 

Ordering options  A17xx – A18xx

WA17�2NAAAAA A1732N - SY1527 H.V. channels -6 KV 1 mA - SHV Conn. (12 ch) 
WA17�2PAAAAA A1732P - SY1527 H.V. channels +6 KV 1 mA - SHV Conn. (12 ch) 
WA17��NAAAAA A1733N - SY1527 H.V. channels -3/4 KV 3/2 mA - SHV Conn. (12 ch) 
WA17��PAAAAA A1733P  - SY1527 H.V. channels +3/4 KV 3/2 mA - SHV Conn. (12 ch) 
WA17��BNAAAA A1733BN - SY1527 H.V. channels -3/4 KV 3/2 mA - Multipin Conn. (28 ch) 
WA17��BPAAAA A1733BP  - SY1527 H.V. channels +3/4 KV 3/2 mA - Multipin Conn. (28 ch) 
WA17�5NAAAAA A1735N - SY1527 H.V. channels –1.5 KV/7 mA - SHV Conn. (12 ch) 
WA17�5PAAAAA A1735P  - SY1527 H.V. channels +1.5 KV/7 mA - SHV Conn. (12 ch) 
WA17�7NAAAAA A1737N - SY1527 H.V. channels –250 V/1 mA - SHV Conn. (12 ch) 
WA17�7PAAAAA A1737P  - SY1527 H.V. channels +250 V/1 mA - SHV Conn. (12 ch) 
WA17�8PAAAAA A1738P - SY1527 H.V. channels +1.3 KV/10 mA - SHV Conn. (12 ch) 
WA17�8NAAAAA A1738N - SY1527 H.V. channels -1.3 KV/10 mA - SHV Conn. (12 ch) 
WA1821NAAAAA A1821N - SY1527 H.V. channels -3 KV 200/20 µA (20/2nA res.)   - SHV Conn. (12 ch) 
WA1821PAAAAA A1821P - SY1527 H.V. channels +3 KV 200/20 µA (20/2nA res.)   - SHV Conn. (12 ch)
WA1821HAAAAA A1821HP - SY1527 H.V. channels +3 KV 200/10 µA (20/1nA res.)   - SHV Conn. (12 ch) 
WA18�2NAAAAA A1832N - SY1527 H.V. channels -6 KV 1 mA/200 µA  - SHV Conn. (12 ch) 
WA18�2PAAAAA A1832P  - SY1527 H.V. channels +6 KV 1 mA/200 µA - SHV Conn. (12 ch) 
WA18�2NEAAAA A1832NE - SY1527 H.V. channels -6 KV 1mA/200 µA individual enable - SHV Conn. (12 ch) 
WA18�2PEAAAA A1832PE  - SY1527 H.V. channels +6 KV 1mA/200 µA individual enable - SHV Conn. (12 ch) 
WA18��NAAAAA A1833N - SY1527 H.V. channels -3/4 KV 3/2 mA/200 µA - SHV Conn. (12 ch) 
WA18��PAAAAA A1833P  - SY1527 H.V. channels +3/4 KV 3/2 mA/200 µA - SHV Conn. (12 ch) 
WA18��BNAAAA A1833BN - SY1527 H.V. channels -3/4 KV 3/2 mA/200 µA - Multipin Conn. (28 ch) 
WA18��BPAAAA A1833BP  - SY1527 H.V. channels +3/4 KV 3/2 mA/200 µA - Multipin Conn. (28 ch) 
WA18�5NAAAAA A1835N - SY1527 H.V. channels -1.5 KV 7 mA/200 µA - SHV Conn. (12 ch) 
WA18�5PAAAAA A1835P  - SY1527 H.V. channels +1.5 KV 7 mA/200 µA - SHV Conn. (12 ch) 
WA18�7NAAAAA A1837N - SY1527 H.V. channels -250 V 1 mA/100 µA - SHV Conn. (12 ch) 
WA18�7PAAAAA A1837P - SY1527 H.V. channels +250 V 1 mA/100 µA - SHV Conn. (12 ch) 
WA995XAAAAAA A995 - Insertion/extraction tool Radiall 282549024 for A996 
WA996XAAAAAA A996 - 52 pin cable connector for A173XB-A183XB-A1932A-A1535

Code | Description 

Ordering options  A15�� - A15�4 - A15�5

WA15��XNAAAA A1533N - SY1527 H.V. channels -4 KV 3 mA floating (6 ch) 
WA15��XPAAAA A1533P - SY1527 H.V. channels +4 KV 3 mA floating (6 ch) 
WA15�4XNAAAA A1534N - SY1527 H.V. channels -8 KV 200 µA floating (6 ch) 
WA15�4XPAAAA A1534P - SY1527 H.V. channels +8 KV 200 µA floating (6 ch) 
WA15�5XAAAAA A1535N - SY 1527 H.V. channels -3.5 KV 3 mA  common floating (24 ch) NEW 
WA15�5XPAAAA A1535P - SY 1527 H.V. channels +3.5 KV 3 mA  common floating (24 ch) NEW 
WA995XAAAAAA A995 - Insertion/extraction tool Radiall 282549024 for A996 
WA996XAAAAAA A996 - 52 pin cable connector for A173XB-A183XB-A1932A-A1535

Code | Description 

Ordering options  A1520P

WA1520XPAAAA A1520P - SY1527 H.V. channels 500 V 15/1.5 mA floating (12 ch) 

Ordering options  A1510 - A1511B - A1512 - A1514B - A1519B  
Code | Description 
WA1510XAAAAA A1510 - SY1527 H.V. channels 100 V 10 mA floating (12 ch) 
WA1511XAAAAA A1511B - SY1527 H.V. channels 500 V 10/1 mA floating (12 ch) 
WA1512XAAAAA A1512 - SY1527 H.V. channels 500 V 1/0.1 mA floating (12 ch) 
WA1514AXAAAA A1514B - SY1527 H.V./L.V. channels 500 V 10 ma/1 mA (2 ch), 10 V 2.7 A (3 ch), 7 V 4 A (2 ch) 
WA1519XAAAAA A1519B - SY1527 H.V. channels 250 V 1/0.1 mA floating (12 ch) 
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EASY3000

Full integration in SY1527/SY2527 Systems

Up to 10 boards per crate

Up to � kW output power

Magnetic field tolerance up to 2 kGauss

Radiation tolerance

Highlights
...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

Embedded Assembly SYstem

Overview
EASY3000 (Embedded Assembly SYstem) is the CAEN power 
supply solution for operation in magnetic field and radioactive 
environment.
CAEN has been involved for more than a decade in developing 
different solutions for the main LHC experiments, where the electronic 
equipment of the experiment is dealing with high dose radiation and 
intense magnetic field. 
In order to provide safe and reliable operations in such hostile areas, 
CAEN started tests with rad-tolerant components and magnetic field 
resistant solutions, patenting the technology that is now used in this 
line of products.
Moreover, though designed for harsh environment, the EASY3000 
modules can work also in normal condit ion with excel lent 
performance.
In this architecture, the power supply can be located directly in the 
hostile area, where the EASY3000 modules provide a wide variety 
of output voltages to satisfy the requirements of most detectors and 
front-end electronics.
The control of the EASY3000 power supply system is done remotely 
using a Branch Controller (model A1676A) plugged in a SY1527 or 
SY2527 mainframe located in the control room.
Each A1676A branch controller can handle up to 6 EASY3000 crates: 
in this way, one SY1527 power system, housing up to 16 A1676A 
boards, can handle up to 96 EASY3000 systems.
The branch controller is the interface between the mainframe 
(SY1527 or SY2527) and the remote boards in the EASY3000 crate: 
its role is to configure the EASY3000 channels as if they belong to 
the supply unit slot in which the branch controller is located. All the 
channels of the EASY3000 boards will be considered as channels 
of the branch control board, thus hugely increasing the number of 
channels the system can handle.
Through the mainframe, the provided and fully reliable OPC server 

permits an immediate and “automatic” interfacing with the custom 
control software; moreover, a C-library for Windows and Linux is 
available as well.
The EASY3000 crate can house up to 10 boards, depending on the 
boards’ width. The EASY3000 crate must be used with an air and/or 
water intercooler and its standard width fit the rack mounting. An 
optional fan tray (A3000F - EASY3000 Fan Unit) can be used for 
the stand-alone operation of the EASY3000 crate when no magnetic 
field is present.
EASY3000 is powered by external 48 V DC. The EASY architecture 
foresees two independent 48 V power supplies: the first (48 V Power) 
to power the channels regulators, the other (48 V Service)  to power 
the control logic.
Three versions of the crate are available: EASY3000, with power 
supply and link connection on the rear panel, EASY3000S, with 
power supply and link connection on the front panel and EASY3000B, 
with power supply (bolt connectors) and link connection on the rear 
panel.
The use of CAEN 48 V power sources (Mod. A3484, A3485 and 
A3486), allows to integrate into the channels control also the 
management of the 48 V power supplies; A3486 is also suitable to 
hostile areas.

Ordering options
Code | Description 

WEASY�000MB0 EASY3000 - Crate for EASY3000 Power Supply System for Hostile Area - APP Conn.

WEASY�000MBB EASY3000B - Crate for EASY3000 Power Supply System for Hostile Area - Bolt Conn. NEW

WEASY�000MBS EASY3000S - Crate for EASY3000 Power Supply System in Hostile Area - Frontal Access NEW

WA�000FXAAAA A3000F - EASY3000 Crate Controlled Fan Unit 

WA�000FXBAAA A3000FB - EASY3000 Crate Fan Unit (no Remote Control)

WA�000NFXAAA A3000NF - 3 Phase Notch Filter for a A3486 (no H.E.)

WA�484XAAAAA A3484 - AC/DC Converter for EASY3000 and EASY4000 400 V 3-phase 48 V 2500 W

WA�484SXAAAA A3484S - AC/DC Converter for EASY3000 and EASY4000 400 V 3-phase 48 V 2500 W with Remote Control NEW

WA�485XAAAAA A3485 - AC/DC Converter for EASY3000 and EASY4000 400 V 3-phase 48 V 5000 W    

WA�485SXAAAA A3485S - AC/DC Converter for EASY3000 and EASY4000 400 V 3-phase 48 V 5000 W  with Remote Control NEW

WK�000XAAAAA K3000 - Anderson Power and AMP connectors for 5 EASY3000

NEW
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Ordering options
Code | Description 

WE�501XAAAAA  A3501N - EASY3000 H.V. channels -100 V 1 mA (12 ch)

WE�501XPAAAA A3501P - EASY3000 H.V. channels +100  V 1 mA (12 ch)

WE�512XAAAAA  A3512N - EASY3000 H.V. channels -12 KV 1 mA (6 ch)

WE�512XPAAAA  A3512P - EASY3000 H.V. channels +12 KV 1 mA (6 ch)

WE�5�5XAAAAA   A3535N - EASY3000 H.V. channels -3.2 KV 0.5 mA common floating (32 ch)

WE�5�5XPAAAA   A3535P - EASY3000 H.V. channels +3.2 KV 0.5 mA common floating (32 ch)

WE�540XAAAAA  A3540N - EASY3000 H.V. channels -4 KV 1 mA (12 ch)

WE�540XPAAAA  A3540P - EASY3000 H.V. channels +4 KV 1 mA (12 ch)

Code | Description 

Ordering options

Single slot SY1527/SY2527 board

Up to 6 EASY�000 crates controlled

CANBus based protocol

A1676A EASY�000  Branch Controller

HighlightsOverview
The Mod. A1676A EASY Branch Controller is implemented in a single 
width SY1527/SY2527 board. Once plugged in, the Branch Controller 
must be linked to the EASY3000 crates (placed in the “hostile area”), 
via two front panel connectors (Control and Power Supply). The A1676A 
is the interface between the mainframe and the remote boards in the 
EASY3000 crate. It configures the EASY3000 channels as if they belong 
to the slot in which the branch controller is located: the channels of 
the EASY3000 boards operate as channels of the A1676A. Up to six 
EASY3000 crates can be controlled by one A1676A. An User friendly 
software tool, which can be downloaded for free from our website, 
allows the User to configure the A1676A to operate with any EASY 
crate layout.

...>

...>

...>

WA1676AXAAAA A1676A - EASY Branch Controller (up to 6 EASY crates controlled)

Magnetic field and radiation tolerant

Polarized Floating Channels

Supplied voltages from 100V / 1mA 
to 12kV / 1mA

Vmax and Imax settable by trimmer

Channel protections: Overvoltage, 
Overcurrent, Overtemperature

On/off per Channel

Interlock capability

Local and remote 48V Service on/off 

SHV, Lemo or CPE HV connectors

A35XX
HighlightsOverview

The EASY3000 HV Power Supply Boards are 
developed for operation in magnetic field and 
radioactive environment. The HV line include 
the following boards:

A3501: 12 channel, ±100 V / 1 mA, 2 slot wide;
A3512: 6 channel, ±12 kV / 1 mA, 3 slot wide;
A3535: 32 channel, ±3.2 kV / 0.5 mA, 4 slot wide;
A3540: 12 channel, ±4 kV / 1 mA, 2 slot wide.

All boards are available either in positive or 
negative polarity. Channels are floating up to 
5 V between each other (In A3535 the floating 
channels have common return) and with 
respect to ground. The features provided by 
the power supply channels include overvoltage, 
overcurrent and overtemperature protections.

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

EASY�000 HV Power Supply Boards
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Magnetic field and radiation 
tolerant

Floating Channels with 
reversible polarity

Output power from 45 to 
600 W per channel

VMax and IMax set by 
trimmer per channel

On/off per Channel

Channels individually 
controlled and protected

Remote Sensing Lines

Interlock capability 

Local and remote 48V 
Service on/off 

16 bit Output Register 
(A�025, A�050 and A�100)

A30XX - A3100
HighlightsOverview

The EASY3000 LV Power Supply Boards are 
developed for operation in magnetic field and 
radioactive environment. The LV line include the 
following boards:

- A3006: 4 positive and 2 negative channels,
   4÷16 V / 6 A / 90 W (per ch.)
- A3009: 12 channel, 2÷8 V / 9 A / 45 W (per ch.)
- A3009B: 12 channel, 2÷8 V / 9 A / 45 W (per ch.)
- A3016: 6 channel, 2÷8 V / 16 A / 90 W (per ch.)
- A3016B: 6 channel, 2÷8 V / 16 A / 90 W (per ch.)
- A3025: 4 channel, 2÷8 V / 25 A / 150 W (per ch.)
- A3025B: 4 channel, 2÷8 V / 25 A / 150 W (per ch.)
- A3050: 2 channel, 2÷8 V / 50 A / 300 W (per ch.)
- A3050B: 2 channel, 2÷8 V / 50 A / 300 W (per ch.)
- A3100: 1 channel, 2÷8 V / 100 A / 600 W (per ch.)
- A3100B: 1 channel, 2÷8 V / 100 A / 600 W (per ch.)

Polarity is reversible, voltage values are referred to 
the output connectors. Mod. A3006 polarity is not 
reversible. All boards are available provided with 
either APP output connectors or screw-lock output 
connectors (“B” version: see Ordering options). Each 
board require a four-slot space in the EASY3000 
crate. The features provided by the power supply 
channels include overvoltage, overcurrent and 
over temperature protections plus Remote Sensing 
Lines to compensate for the voltage drop over the 
connection cables. Both the connector and the on-
the-load voltage are monitored.

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

EASY�000 LV Power Supply Boards

Ordering options
Code | Description 

WE�006XAAAAA  A3006 - EASY3000 L.V. channels 16 V/6 A/90 W floating - APP Conn. (2 Ch neg. and 4 Ch pos.)

WE�009XAAAAA  A3009 - EASY3000 L.V. channels 8 V/9 A/45 W floating - APP Conn. (12 ch)

WE�009BXAAAA  A3009B - EASY3000 L.V. channels 8 V/9 A/45 W floating - Screw Conn. (12 ch)

WE�016XAAAAA  A3016 - EASY3000 L.V. channels 8 V/16 A/90 W floating - APP Conn. (6 ch)

WE�016BXAAAA  A3016B - EASY3000 L.V. channels 8 V/16 A/90 W floating - Screw Conn. (6 ch)

WE�025XAAAAA  A3025 - EASY3000 L.V. channels 8 V/25 A/150 W floating - APP Conn. (4 ch)

WE�025BXAAAA  A3025B - EASY3000 L.V. channels 8 V/25 A/150 W floating - Bolt Conn. (4 ch)

WE�050XAAAAA  A3050 - EASY3000 L.V. channels 8 V/50 A/300 W floating - APP Conn. (2 ch)

WE�050BXAAAA  A3050B - EASY3000 L.V. channels 8 V/50 A/300 W floating - Bolt Conn. (2 ch)

WE�100XAAAAA  A3100 - EASY3000 L.V. channels 8 V/100 A/600 W floating - APP Conn. (1 ch)

WE�100BXAAAA  A3100B - EASY3000 L.V. channels 8 V/100 A/600 W floating - Bolt Conn. (1 ch)   

WK�009XAAAAA K3009 - Anderson Power and AMP connectors for 5 A3009

WK�016XAAAAA K3016 - Anderson Power and AMP connectors for 5 A3016

WK�025XAAAAA K3025 - Anderson Power and AMP connectors for 5 A3025

WK�050XAAAAA K3050 - Anderson Power and AMP connectors for 5 A3050

WK�100XAAAAA K3100 - Anderson Power and AMP connectors for 5 A3100
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EASY�000 LV   •   ADC Board T8 pag. 90  •  T9 pag. 90

Magnetic field and radiation tolerant

128 input channels (differential)

Flat cable input connectors

A�801:

• 10 V input dynamics

• 0.2 mV resolution 

• 1 kHz max sampling rate

A�801A:

• -45 ÷ +125 °C range

• 0.1 °C LSB

• 2s conversion rate

A3801 / A3801A
HighlightsOverview

The Mod. A3801 is a 128 Channel ADC Board implemented in a double 
width EASY module. The module is developed for operation in magnetic 
field and radioactive environment and houses 128 input ADC channels 
on standard fiat cable connectors. Once the threshold, which is common 
to all channels, is set, the module, when receives one over-threshold 
input, samples 250 values per channel, with a 1 kHz max sampling rate. 
Input range is 0 ÷ 10 V (differential) and the ADC resolution is 0.2 mV.

The Mod. A3801A is a 128 Channel ADC Board suitable to digitize the 
temperature values sensed by the Analog Devices AD592 sensor. The 
A3801A provides also the power supplies for the AD592 sensors. The 
input range is –45 ÷ +125 °C, with a 0.1 °C LSB.

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

EASY�000 128 Channel ADC Board / 128 Channel Temperature Sensor Board

Ordering options
Code | Description 

WE�801XAAAAA A3801 - EASY3000 128 Channel ADC Board

WE�801AXAAAA A3801A - EASY3000 128 Channel Temp. ADC Board

EASY�000 Power Supply Module

Magnetic field and radiation tolerant

� floating (up to 100 V with respect 
to ground) 2 ÷ 7 V / 5 A channels

�5 W maximum output power per 
channel

VMax and IMax set by trimmer for 
each channel

On/Off for each channel

Channels individually controlled 
and protected

Sensing Lines for voltage drop 
compensation

Interlock capability (per channel)

48 V Service local and remote on/off

A3602
HighlightsOverview

The Mod. A3602 3 Channel 7 V / 5 A Power Supply Board is a double 
width EASY module developed for operation in magnetic field and 
moderate radioactive environment. 
The board houses 3 floating (up to 100 V with respect to ground, 
reversible polarity) 7 V / 5 A / 35 W maximum output power channel. 
The connector output voltage range is 2 ÷ 7 V with 5 mV monitor 
resolution. 
Channels are provided with Remote Sensing Lines to compensate for the 
voltage drop over the connection cables. If the output voltage differs from 
the programmed value by more than 3% of voltage full scale range, the 
channel is signalled to be either in overvoltage or undervoltage condition. 
Moreover, for each channel, a voltage protection limit SVMAX can be 
fixed via software with 5 mV resolution and the output voltage can not 
be programmed beyond this value. 
The output current is monitored with 10 mA resolution; if a channel tries 
to draw a current larger than its programmed limit it is signalled to be in 
overcurrent condition; the SY 1527 system detects this state as a fault 
and reacts according to the setting of the TRIP parameter, which can 
be programmed in 0.1 s steps from 0 to 1000 s. Actually TRIP = 1000 
s means infinite: in case of TRIP infinite the output current is permitted 
to keep the programmed limit; if the maximum output current value is 
reached the channel behaves like a constant current generator. In case 
of TRIP < 1000 s, the output current is permitted to keep the limit only 
for programmed time interval and then is switched off. 
The maximum output voltage and the maximum output current can be 
fixed for each channel through trimmers located on the front panel; if 
the connector output voltage exceeds the fixed maximum value, the 
channel is switched off and an alarm message is shown; if the output 
current exceeds the fixed maximum value, the channel is switched off 
and TRIP alarm is shown.

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

� Channel 7 V / 5 A Power Supply Board

Ordering options
Code | Description 

WE�602XAAAAA A3602 - EASY3000 L.V. channels 7 V/5 A/35 W floating up to 100V - Multipin Conn. (3 ch) NEW

NEW
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EASY Subsystem DAC Board 

 Magnetic field and radiation tolerant 

 128 -4 V / 4 mA channels 

 1 mV Voltage Set/Monitor resolution 

A3802
HighlightsOverview

The Mod. A3802 128 Channel DAC Board is developed for operation 
in magnetic field and radioactive environment. One A3802 houses 128 
-4 V / 4 mA channels, suitable for applications such as discriminator 
thresholds generation. Voltage set/Voltage monitor resolution is 1 mV; 
the module features flat cable connectors.

...>

...>

...>

...>

EASY�000 128 Channel DAC Board

Ordering options
Code | Description 

WE�802XAAAAA A3802 - EASY3000 128 Channels DAC  -4 V 4 mA 12 bit  NEW

NEW

�U 19” Euro Rack, 50 cm deep 

Dual 2 kW or Single 4 kW 48V output 

48V ± 10% output dynamics (remotely programmable) 

40 A maximum programmable output current 

Overcurrent protection (programmable trip time) 

Overcurrent, Undervoltage and Overvoltage status remotely 
available 

Voltage ripple smaller than 100 mV peak-to-peak 

Local or remote inhibit function 

Vertical “bottom-to-top” forced air cooling 

Magnetic field and radiation tolerant

A3486 �-phase 220/400 Vac – 48 Vdc (2 ch x 2 kW/1 ch x 4 kW) Converter

Highlights

Overview
The Mod. A3486 is a two channel 220/400 Vac – 48 Vdc converter, 
which allows to integrate into the EASY channels control also the 
management of the 48 V power supplies. Each channel provides a 2 
kW output and can be tracked in order to obtain one 4 kW output. This 
module is designed to work as main converter in LHC hostile areas, thus 
completing the EASY system. Features include local or remote control, 
overload protection and local or remote inhibit function. 
The module front panel houses LEDs and channels monitor signals. 
The channel outputs can be provided either through Anderson Power 
single pin connectors (Mod. A3486) or through bolts (Mod. A3486B). 
Mod. A3486S, with power supply and link connection on the front panel, 
is also available.

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

Code | Description 

Ordering options

WA�486XAAAAA A3486 - 3-phase 220/400 Vac - 48 Vdc (2 ch x 2 kW/1 ch x 4 kW) Converter - APP Conn. NEW

WA�486BXAAAA A3486B - 3-phase 220/400 Vac - 48 Vdc (2 ch x 2 kW/1 ch x 4 kW) Converter  - Bolt Conn. NEW

WA�486SXAAAA A3486S - 3-phase 220/400 Vac - 48 Vdc (2 ch x 2 kW/1 ch x 4 kW) Converter - Frontal Access NEW

WK�486XAAAAA K3486 - Anderson Power and AMP connectors for 5 A3486

NEWNEW
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Stand Alone

High efficiency 

+12 V DC input 

Stand alone architecture 

Compact size (100 x 25 x 1� mm�)

A864
HighlightsOverview

The Mod. A864 provides an output voltage programmable in the 0 to 2.1 kV range, when supplied 
with a 12 V input voltage. The board is provided with an overcurrent protection: if a current larger than 
the programmed value is drawn, the module is not damaged. The channel has a 2.3 kV hardware 
upper limit. The module is engineered on a polyamide PCB, coated and housed in an alloy box. 
Overall dimension are 100 x 25 x 13 mm3.

...>

...>

...>

...>

+2.1 kV/100 µA High Efficiency DC-DC Converter

Ordering options
Code | Description 

WA864XAAAAAA A864 - 2.1 KV 100 µA high efficiency DC-DC Converter

Ultra low power consumption       
(75 mW at no load) 

+5 V DC input 

0-2 kV remotely programmable 
output voltage 

Low ripple and high output voltage 
stability 

High reliability        
(MTTF=0.77x10^6 hours @ 20°C) 

Compact size (69.8 x 27.9 x 14 mm�) 

Wide operating temperature range 

Output voltage analog monitor 

HV enable signal 

47 gr. weight

S9090
HighlightsOverview

The Mod. S9090 is a high-rel HV DC-DC converter specifically designed to supply the photomultiplier 
tubes of the ICECUBE neutrino telescope. 
The Mod. S9090 operates with a +5 V DC input and delivers a remotely programmable output voltage 
ranging from 0 to 2 kV; the DC-DC converter is provided with an output voltage monitor and a HV 
enable/disable feature. 
The Mod. S9090 offers compact size, very low power consumption (75 mW at no load), wide 
operating temperature range (-70 to +70 °C), very low ripple and high temperature stability. 
The Mod. S9090 reliability, estimated according to MIL-HDBK-217F Notice 2, Part Stress Method, 
over 20 years mission length and -18 °C operating temperature, is better than 95%. 
The Mod. S9090 is packaged in a PCB mountable, shielded metal enclosure with a coaxial HV 
output cable.

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

...>

2 kV/�0 µA High Efficiency DC-DC Converter

Ordering options
Code | Description 

WS9090XAAAAA S9090 - 2 KV 30 µA high efficiency DC-DC Converter NEW

NEW


